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Can the bed be adjusted for my child?

The Leander® bed has 5 settings. The height of the base can
be adjusted, the sides and ends can be removed, and the
baby cot can be extended into a junior bed using the junior
elements which are available for purchase as accessories.*
*Included if bought as baby-junior bed.

How long can my child use the bed?

The bed follows the child from baby to junior age, and can
be adjusted to the child‘s development stages. After the bed
becomes too short, it can be used as a small sofa.

Why is it important for my child to use the same bed
for many years?

Using the same well-known bed for many years gives
security for your child.

Why is it important to me that my child uses the same
bed for many years?

As your child can use the bed right up to the age of 6/7, you
will not already have to buy a new bed after 3 years.

Can I sit on the bed with my child?

The bed is made from solid wood and can bear up to 100 kg,
so you can also use the bed to read bedtime stories to your
child.

Why does the bed have round corners?

The rounded corners give a harmonious expression,
combining function with simple Danish design.

What is the bed made of?

The bed is made from moulded beechwood from sustainable
forests and surface treated with water-based lacquer,
protecting your child and the environment.

Which accessories are available?

A bumper, woven fitted sheets and top mattress are available
for purchase as accessories. All of the accessories match the
bed‘s rounded shape. Mattress: purchased separately.
Junior extension parts consisting of 2 bed sides and a
mattress footrest; Are included or purchased seperately.

Can I use another mattress?

The original Leander® mattress is matched to the bed‘s
rounded shape and ensures optimum comfort and
ventilation for your child, and thereby a good night‘s sleep.
Choose between different qualities (Comfort+7, Premium+7
and Organic+7).

Why should I buy Leander‘s bumper?

The stable bumper matches the bed‘s rounded shape.
It comprises 4 sections that can be used together or
individually, so that your child can look out, and parents can
look in.
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